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The Seventh Child - Erik Valeur 2014
Winner of the 2012 Glass Key Award given by
the members of the Crime Writers of
Scandinavia All the best homes are by the water,
or so the matron of Kongslund Orphanage tells
her small charges. But at this particular house
by the sea, not all is as it appears. On September
11, 2001, on a desolate beach on the outskirts of
Copenhagen, police begin investigating the
strange death of an unidentified woman.
Surrounding the body are what appear to be
offerings to the deceased: a book, a small noose,
a dead golden canary, a linden tree branch, and
a photo of the Kongslund Orphanage. As the
police puzzle over their bizarre findings, the
Twin Towers fall in walls of flame and the case is
quickly overshadowed by the terror half a world
away. Years later, as the sixtieth anniversary of
the matron's reign at Kongslund approaches,
identical anonymous letters are sent to six of the
home's former residents, hinting at a cover-up
that has allowed Denmark's most influential to
hide away their dirty secrets and keep their grip
on power. As one tenacious reporter hunts for
clues, he begins to unravel the true parentage of
some of Kongslund's “orphans.” Can he figure
out who is sending the mysterious letters and
who murdered the woman on the beach years
earlier before it is too late?
Rosa, What's your secret? - Rosa Pich
2017-02-27

of her life. Until a freak accident means that she
could lose it all: every memory and experience
she has ever had. Abby can't believe it's true.
She feels fine. She is fine. How could she
possibly forget all those moments that make her
who she is? She's determined to fight it. With
the help of her friends and family, Abby makes a
list of things she's always wanted to do. She's
going to save her memory by having the most
unforgettable year of her life ...
Czym jest PESCO? - Justyna Gotkowska 2018
Too Much Too Soon - Jacqueline Briskin
2015-01-13
Three sisters arrive in San Francisco after their
mother dies with dreams of making a new life for
themselves. Honora, the eldest, quickly falls in
love with the suave and devastatingly handsome
Curt Ivory, an employee at the engineering firm
of the girls’ wealthy uncle, Gideon Talbott. When
Gideon hears of the twosome’s romance, he fires
Curt, and the young couple must flee down the
Californian coast. Desperate to support himself
and Honora, Curt starts his own firm, which
quickly gains prominence and becomes Gideon’s
biggest business rival. Meanwhile, Crystal, the
beautiful but manipulative middle sister, and the
spunky and clever younger daughterJocelyn are
left with Gideon, and Crystal agrees to be
Gideon’s wife out of greed rather than love.
Jocelyn is horrified by Crystal’s choice and runs
away to Los Angeles to live with Honora and
Curt. In L.A., Crystal flourishes, graduating from
a prestigious college and working as an engineer
at Curt’s firm. Despite her talent in the
workplace, she gives up her job to marry the

Before I Forget - Melissa Hill 2009-07-09
Abby's memories are her most precious thing.
Even though they're sometimes painful, she
can't stop herself looking back, reliving the love
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charming but reserved Malcolm Peck, a decision
that leads her to make choices she will later
regret until the day she dies. Through it all, the
three sisters remain connected by an
unbreakable bond—one that is tested again and
again by acts of betrayal and deceit, and twists
of fate that shake them to their very core. A
steamy saga that takes readers from engineering
sites in the most remote corners of the globe, to
the posh neighborhoods of Hollywood, and
finally to a dramatic conclusion on the floor of
the Senate, Too Much Too Soon is the ultimate
exploration of love and the relationships that
define us all.
The Commissar - Sven Hassel 2010-07-22
A shocking insight into the brutalities faced by
ordinary soldiers and the atrocities committed in
the name of survival. Dispassionately we stared
at the bloody scene. It had become an everyday
sight. The 27th Penal Regiment care nothing for
Hitler's war. They fight only to stay alive. But
then they uncover the Soviet Army's biggest
secret. A Russian commissar has hidden 30
million dollars of gold somewhere behind enemy
lines. In a madcap scheme, Porta brokers a deal
with the commissar: free passage for the
Russians in return for a share of the gold. To
find it, Sven and his comrades must be prepared
to lie, steal and go behind the lines of the deadly
Russian army...
Rachel's Song - Miguel Barnet 1991
A portrait of the glamorous and energetic world
of Havana, Cuba, during the 1920s and 1930s
centers around the popular nightspot, the
Alhambra Theater, and Rachel, the dazzling star
of a troupe of rumberos, rhumba dancers, that
performs there.
The Murdered Magicians - Peter Partner 1993

Vimana Aircraft of Ancient India & Atlantis David Hatcher Childress 1991
Did the ancients have the technology of flight? In
this incredible volume on ancient India,
authentic Indian texts such as the Ramayana and
the Mahabharata, are used to prove that ancient
aircraft were in use more than four thousand
years ago. Included in this book is the entire
Fourth Century BC manuscript Vimaanika
Shastra by the ancient author Maharishi
Bharadwaaja, translated into English by the
Mysore Sanskrit professor G.R. Josyer. Also
included are chapters on Atlantean technology,
the incredible Rama Empire of India and the
devastating wars that destroyed it. Also an
entire chapter on mercury vortex propulsion and
mercury gyros, the power source described in
the ancient Indian texts. Not to be missed by
those interested in ancient civilizations or the
UFO enigma. Tons of illustrations!
Treasures - Belva Plain 2014-08-06
A story of family... the Osbornes -- two sisters
and a brother -- united by family ties but split
apart by different dreams. Lara, the happy
young wife, longs for the family that will make
her life whole. Connie, wild and lovely, is more
like her brother Eddy -- bright, ambitious, and
ready to seize all that life has to offer. A story of
choices... Connie is looking for wealth -- to make
or to marry. Lara, staying behind in a small Ohio
town, finds everything she cherishes threatened
by fate and by her own blind commitment. And
Eddy, as Wall Street's "wonder boy," can make
millions... if he ruthlessly uses his family and
friends. A story of marriages... Lara's held
together by devotion, Connie's shattered by
infidelity and betrayal, and Eddy's rocked by
shame and prison. Torn by conflicting loyalties,
they are a family caught in the tides of scandal...
and swept toward a fate where dreams may end
or be born again...
Her Own Rules - Barbara Taylor Bradford
2009-10-06
Meredith Stratton worked hard to become a
successful businesswoman—and now she owns
six elegant inns all over the world. But on a trip
abroad she is struck by a strange illness, one
that seems to have no physical cause. Meredith
has always played by her own rules—and
won—and now she must uncover the roots of this
mystery ailment that threatens her future

Beria - Amy Knight 2020-06-23
This is the first comprehensive biography of
Lavrentii Beria, Stalin's notorious police chief
and for many years his most powerful lieutenant.
Beria has long symbolized all the evils of
Stalinism, haunting the public imagination both
in the West and in the former Soviet Union. Yet
because his political opponents expunged his
name from public memory after his dramatic
arrest and execution in 1953, little has been
previously published about his long and
tumultuous career.
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happiness. The answers lie buried somewhere in
her forgotten past. And with the help of a caring
psychiatrist, Meredith will have to peel back the
layers of her most carefully designed and
constructed creation: herself.
On the Happiness of the Philosophic Life Heinrich Meier 2016-04
Contents -- Preface -- Preface to the American
Edition -- Note on Citations -- Translator's Note
and Acknowledgments -- First Book -- I. The
Philosopher among Nonphilosophers -- II. Faith - III. Nature -- IV. Beisichselbstsein -- V. Politics - VI. Love -- VII. Self-Knowledge -- Second Book - Rousseau and the Profession of Faith of the
Savoyard Vicar -- Name Index
The Inquisitor - Mark Allen Smith 2012-04-10
Possessing an uncanny ability to recognize lies,
professional information retrieval expert Geiger,
who refuses to use his torturous techniques on
children, places his own life on the line to rescue
a 12-year-old boy that a dangerous client has
abducted for questioning. A first novel.
Sworn Virgin - Elvira Dones 2015-10-01
Independence in the Albanian mountains means
a vow to become a man - independence in
America means reclaiming her womanhood.
Zoya's Story - John Follain 2011-02-15
Kabul was always more beautiful in the snow.
Even the piles of rotting rubbish in my street,
the only source of food for the scrawny chickens
and goats that our neighbors kept outside their
mud houses, looked beautiful to me after the
snow had covered them in white during the long
night. Though she is only twenty-three, Zoya has
witnessed and endured more tragedy and terror
than most people experience in a lifetime. Born
in a land ravaged by war, she was robbed of her
parents when they were murdered by Muslim
fundamentalists. Devastated, she fled Kabul with
her grandmother and started a new life in exile
in Pakistan. She joined the Revolutionary
Association of the Women of Afghanistan
(RAWA), an organization that challenged the
crushing edicts of the Taliban government, and
she took destiny into her own hands, joining a
dangerous, clandestine war to save her nation.
Direct and unsentimental, Zoya vividly brings to
life the realities of growing up in a Muslim
culture, the terror of living in a perpetual war
zone, the pain of losing those she has loved, the
horrors of a woman’s life under the Taliban, and
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the discovered healing and transformation that
lead her on a path of resistance.
The Diary of an American Au Pair - Marjorie Leet
Ford 2011-10-05
After losing her advertising job in San Francisco
and canceling her wedding (though not her
engagement) an unencumbered Melissa, who
harbors grand illusions about life in England,
heads off to a new job as au pair to the family of
a Member of Parliament. But the minorly
aristocratic Haig-Ereildouns’ household falls far
short of Melissa’s imaginings. Mrs. HaigEreildoun refers to Melissa as "her American
girl" with a mixture of pride and contempt,
expects her to share the children’s bathwater
and, most importantly, entreats Melissa to " try
to speak as we do." Heaven forbid the children
pick up an American accent! But then there is
Nanny, the gloriously eccentric octogenarian
who raised Mrs. H-E, who offers comfort, and
much comic relief; nine-year-old Trevor,
Melissa’s charge, whose wisdom and
companionship redeem many a lonely day; and
her budding friendship with a mysterious
Englishman who is miles from her fiancé in
every way. Melissa converses with Scotish
fishermen, breakfasts with a French Minister of
Culture, frequents island castles and sixteenth
century manor houses, all the while straddling
her ill-defined role (somewhere between
houseguest and servant) with humor and grace.
Melissa’s immersion in this unforgettable world
teaches her more than she could possibly have
imagined not only about the culture she has
come to inhabit but, most importantly, about
herself.
Luisa and the Silence - Claudio Piersanti 2002
Sudden changes in Luisa's life transforms her
comfortable existence as a professional
accountant into a world of solitude and
depression as she retires from her position and
deals with present health issues.
A Sudden Change of Heart - Barbara Taylor
Bradford 2008-12-10
From master storyteller Barbara Taylor Bradford
comes a magnificent new novel, a powerful,
moving story of two women, two families, and an
extraordinary friendship challenged by tragedy
and a devastating secret from the past.... Some
secrets are too terrible to share--even with your
best friend.... Nothing hurts like the truth. A
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truth that has haunted Claire Benson all her life.
A truth that Claire has revealed to no one, not
even to her best friend, International art dealer
Laura Valiant. But the friendship that has
sheltered both women throughout childhood,
marriage and divorce is about to meet its
greatest test. Suddenly old nightmares surface
as Claire turns to her dearest friend for help.
And as Laura's career leads her into the past, in
an investigation of artwork stolen by the Nazis,
she uncovers disturbing links to the present, to
Claire, and a profoundly personal reason to
follow a twisted trail to its surprising end....
The Anti-enlightenment Tradition - Zeev
Sternhell 2010-01-01
In this masterful work of historical scholarship,
Zeev Sternhell, an internationally renowned
Israeli political scientist and historian, presents
a controversial new view of the fall of democracy
and the rise of radical nationalism in the
twentieth century. Sternhell locates their origins
in the eighteenth century with the advent of the
Anti-Enlightenment, far earlier than most
historians. The thinkers belonging to the AntiEnlightenment (a movement originally identified
by Friederich Nietzsche) represent a perspective
that is antirational and that rejects the principles
of natural law and the rights of man. Sternhell
asserts that the Anti-Enlightenment was a
development separate from the Enlightenment
and sees the two traditions as evolving parallel
to one another over time. He contends that J. G.
Herder and Edmund Burke are among the real
founders of the Anti-Enlightenment and shows
how that school undermined the very
foundations of modern liberalism, finally
contributing to the development of fascism that
culminated in the European catastrophes of the
twentieth century.
In Defence of the Enlightenment - Tzvetan
Todorov 2010-10-01
Tzvetan Todorov argues that although our liberal
democracies are the offspring of the
Enlightenment, they also illustrate the ways in
which its ideas have been distorted and
perverted. People living in contemporary
democracies are often baffled by phenomena
which resist easy judgement: globalisation and
media omnipotence; disinformation and statesponsored torture; moralism and the right of
intervention; the dominance of economics and
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the triumph of technology. In this book, Todorov
shows that we cannot learn lessons from the
past unless we know how to relate them to the
present. He demonstrates that what remains
relevant to today is the spirit expressed in the
core principles and values for which the
Enlightenment stood. In a period of great
uncertainty, In Defence of the Enlightenment
could not be more timely.
Shadows, Fire, Snow - Patricia Albers
2002-03-11
An engaging biography of a dedicated artist and
political activist who followed her heart and her
ideals and burned out early, leaving a legacy of
unforgettable photographs.
The Tomb of God - Richard Andrews
1997-08-04
It began as an intriguing piece of puzzle-solving and ended with the discovery of the greatest
secret of all. Dissatisfied with the explanations of
previous researchers, Richard Andrews and Paul
Schellenberger applied mathematical logic to
the enduring mystery of the Rennes-le-Chateau
and the 'treasure' alleged to be buried there.
The quest began with an investigation into the
activities of a group of 19th century priests who
had become embroiled in the legend. These
priests had grown rich because of their
involvement and had maintained the anonymity
of the paymasters, but in 1993 an extraordinary
clue came to light which suggested the priests
were engaged in activities at odds with
traditional Roman Catholic pastimes. A series of
paintings was unearthed which incorporated a
cryptic, obscure geometry; a set of interrelating
shapes with a very direct link to the priests'
habitat and spiritual role. Through the centuries
a pattern emerged - a web of concealment on
maps, in fine art, on tombstones which defied
coinidence and pointed to one very specific
location...
While the Shark is Sleeping - Milena Agus
2013-01-03
The Sevilla Mendoza family, long-time residents
of the Sardinian coast, are not quite what you'd
call conventional'. At the heart of the family is a
girl in the throes of a dangerous affair with a
married man. With a nervous mother, a dreamer
for a father and an obsessive piano player for a
little brother, she finds herself living a double
life: one as a good daughter, the other on an
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erotic journey that will change her forever.
While the Shark is Sleeping is an enchanting
story of the loss of innocence and the desire to
be loved. Extraordinary and startling' Grazia The
most irresistible, untamed and imaginative sex'
writer today' Il Corriere della Sera
Answer Me - Susanna Tamaro 2007-12-18
The internationally bestselling author of Follow
Your Heart uncovers hope in the midst of
tragedy in these three utterly transfixing
novellas set in Susanna Tamaro’s native Italy. In
“Answer Me,” an orphaned girl with a troubled
past desperately searches for a sign that she is
loved while cultivating an inner strength that
allows her to persevere. In “Hell Does Not
Exist,” an abused wife attempts to protect her
son, who becomes the source of her greatest joy
and her most profound devastation. And in “The
Burning Forest,” a widower recounts the
unraveling of his marriage and seeks the
forgiveness of his estranged daughter.
Hauntingly powerful and exquisitely written,
Answer Me is a spiritually galvanizing book by a
writer of international stature.
Voice of the Heart - Barbara Taylor Bradford
2005-10-04
A successful Hollywood actress lets her ruthless
ambitions drive her to betray her closest friends,
and is finally overcome by the need to obtain
their forgiveness. By the author of A Woman of
Substance. Reprint.
Scruples Two - Judith Krantz 2011-09-14
Scruples, Judith Krantz's electrifying, world wide
bestseller appeared fifteen years ago and made
book publishing history. Now that unforgettable
story, a story that marks an era, a story that
millions of readers wish had never ended . . .
continues. Only a single night's sleep seperates
the lives of the characters in Scruples from this
mesmerizing sequel. Billy Ikehorn is a
contemporary woman living on a grand scale. A
self-made beauty and the exquisite owner of a
fabled Beverley Hills boutique called Scruples
and married to the Oscar-winning producer Vito
Orsini. To those who only know her from afar,
she seems to lead a dream existence, wrapped in
all the power of glamout, riches, and success.
Then a stranger arrives in Billy's life--Gigi Orsini,
Vito's sixteen-year-old daughter by an early
marriage. Independent, deeply interesting,
street-smart, and enchantingly humorous, Gigi
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captures Billy's heart and sets in motion a train
of utterly unexpected events. Life with Gigi hold
both joy and pain for Spider Elliot and Valentine
O'Neill, Billy's partners in Scruples. The many
new freinds Gigi makes during the next five
years will grow important to Billy in ways she
could never have forseen. Scruples Two moves
swiflty and unexpectadly, filled with
breathtaking change, from California to New
York to Paris, following two of the most
fascinating and touching females in modern
fiction, Billy Ikehorn and Gigi Orsini.
The Weather Factor - Erik Durschmied
2014-12-17
The author of The Hinge Factor delivers a pageturning series of historical re-creations revealing
how atmospheric conditions have influenced
humankind. From the doomed campaigns of the
Roman legions and Napoleon to the fate of US
forces in the South Pacific and Vietnam,
torrential rain, brutal winters, monster
typhoons, and killer hurricanes have had farreaching—and often terrifying—consequences.
As Erik Durschmied vividly describes in heartstopping vignettes, the elements have influenced
human history even more than the spear, bullet,
or atomic bomb. Drawing upon extensive
research, as well as the author’s own
experiences in Vietnam, The Weather Factor
gives a fascinating account of the inevitable
collision between weather fronts and human
conflict. Praise for the works of Erik Durschmied
“Durschmied is a supremely gifted reporter who
has transformed the media he works in.”
—Newsweek “The breadth of the author’s
knowledge is apparent . . . Durschmied has the
craft down.” —Seattle Times-Post Intelligencer
“Gripping, riveting, fascinating. Even when
you’re sure you know what happened and
whodunit, Erik Durschmied provides another
twist, another insight, another sardonic aside
that keeps those pages turning into the small
hours.” —Scotland, UK
The City of Your Final Destination - Peter
Cameron 2010-05-11
A wryly humorous, impeccably observed novel
about the capriciousness of love Omar Razaghi
posts a letter on September 13, 1995 that will
change the course of his life forever. A doctoral
student at the University of Kansas, he writes to
the estate of the Latin American author Jules
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Gund, requesting permission to write Gund's
authorized biography. His request is refused, but
Omar has already accepted a fellowship from the
university, and with his girlfriend's vehement
encouragement, he goes in person to Uruguay to
petition to Gund's three executors. Although
Caroline Gund, Jules' wife, and Arden Langdon,
Jules' mistress and mother of his child, are
initially opposed to the idea of a biography,
Omar has the support of Adam, Jules' older
brother, and hopes to be able to persuade the
twwo women. Omar's unexpected arrival in
Uruguay reverberates through this odd and
isolated little family group, and his stay in the
languid, dreamy Ochos Rios makes him question
his former life in Kansas, and his ability-even his
desire-to write an "authorized" life. A novel
about the random nature of love, and the ways in
which we confront or avoid life's choices, The
City of Your Final Destination is a touching,
clever and wonderfully comic fourth novel from
Peter Cameron. The City of Your Final
Destination was made into a film, starring
Anthony Hopkins, Laura Linney and Charlotte
Gainsbourg. It was released in 2007.
African Nights - Kuki Gallmann 2000-03-22
Lyrical, beautifully written tales of life in Africa
Africa evokes a deep sense of mystery. It is a
place that retains what most of the world has
lost: space, roots, traditions, awesome beauty,
true wilderness, rare animals, and extraordinary
people. In this wonderful and haunting collection
of stories, Kuki Gallmann writes of her life in
Africa, where every day brings challenge and
adventure. African Nights is a treasury of
memories, in which fascinating people and
places are brought to life. The healing powers
Africa can have on those who embrace the land
as a place of mystery, superstition, danger, and
beauty.
The Overnight Socialite - Bridie Clark
2009-12-22
From the author of the media sensation Because
She Can, a modern retelling of classics My Fair
Lady and Pygmalion, The Overnight Socialite
tells a timeless story of transformation and
unlikely love set against the glittering backdrop
of contemporary Manhattan.
Voices - Dacia Maraini 1997
Just after radio journalist Michela Canova finds
out that her neighbour, Angela, has been
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murdered, she is asked to prepare a radio series
on crimes against women. Researching the
programmes, Michela is forced to confront the
horror and violence of big city life. Did Angela
drive her many admirers to the very limit of
sexual frenzy until one of them exploded? And
why does Michela see the same pattern of
incitement and repulsion repeat itself in her own
relationships? Dacia Maraini asks a fundamental
question about the human condition: how can
individuals escape patterns of domination, that
are in place the world over? Her sophisticated
answers show why Maraini is one of Europe's
outstanding voices.
Good Girls Don't Wear Trousers - Lara
Cardella 1994
An international bestseller chronicles the
adventures of twelve-year-old Annetta, desperate
to get away from her stifling Sicilian village, who
is sent away to live with grim relatives, where a
shocking truth about her childhood is revealed.
The beauty and richness of mercy - 2008
Christianity and Democracy - Jacques
Maritain 2012-01-01
Few political philosophers have laid such stress
upon the organic and dynamic characters of
human rights, rooted as they are in natural law,
as did the great 20th century philosopher,
Jacques Maritain. Few Christian scholars have
placed such emphasis upon the influence of
evangelical inspiration, or of the Gospel
message, upon the temporal order as has
Maritain.As this important work reveals, the
philosophy of Jacques Maritain on natural law
and human rights is complemented by and can
only be properly understood in the light of his
teaching on Christianity and democracy and
their relationship. Maritain takes pains to point
out that Christianity cannot be made subservient
to any political form or regime, that democracy
is linked to Christianity and not the other way
around, and that every just regime, such as the
classic forms of monarchy, aristocracy and
republic, is compatible with Christianity and in it
a person is able to achieve some measure of
fulfillment even in the temporal order.At the
same time he argues his distinctive thesis that
personalist or organic democracy provides a
fuller measure of freedom and fulfillment and
that it emerges or begins to take shape under
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the inspiration of the Gospel. Even the modern
democracies we do in fact have, with all their
weaknesses, represent an historic gain for the
person and they spring, he urges, from the very
Gospel they so wantonly repudiate!
Nietzsche - R. J. Hollingdale 2001-04-09
The ideal book for anyone interested in
Nietzsche's life and work.
Swimming Lessons - Lynne Hugo 1998-07-08
Terrified of the water but needing to learn how
to swim, Laurel convinces Marna, a former
swimming champion who had given up her
Olympic dreams for marriage, to give her
lessons, a request that marks the beginning of
an extraordinary friendship. Tour.
The Last Mandarin - Stephen Becker
2016-01-12
An American soldier of fortune pursues a
Japanese war criminal through the streets and
alleyways of war-torn Peking in this edge-ofyour-seat thrill ride from the author of The
Chinese Bandit Peking, 1948. In the midst of a
brutal winter, the Communists tighten their
stranglehold on the ancient capital, preparing to
strike. Peasants starve, students riot, police
crack down, and an entire city shivers on the
edge of revolt. A decade ago, Maj. Jack Burnham
was an American civilian living in China when
the Japanese invaded. Now, he has returned on a
mission to capture a notorious war criminal
before Peking falls to the Red Army. Kanamori
Shoichi raped, murdered, and pillaged his way
through China during World War II—he also
broke Burnham’s nose. If caught, Kanamori will
be brought before a tribunal and made to pay for
his crimes, large and small. But finding one man
in a devastated city of millions is no simple task.
Luckily, Burnham has the help of a beautiful
Chinese doctor eager to help her people find
justice, as well as his own expert knowledge of
the language and culture. But when he finally
locates Kanamori, the showdown Burnham has
sought for so long will be far stranger and more
dangerous than he ever imagined. The Last
Mandarin is the 2nd book in the Far East
Trilogy, but you may enjoy reading the series in
any order.
In Cold Domain - Anne Fine 2011-02
"Like her legendary namesake, Lilith Collett
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lives in an Eden she is bent on destroying. If her
family vex or thwart her in any way, the paradise
of a garden that enchanted their childhood
suffers for it. The vine, the rockery, the pergola nothing at Cold Domain is safe from Lilith's
ruthless slash-and-burn policy. Enter an
archangel: Miguel-Angel Gippini Algar n Lopez
de Rego, under whose spell downtrodden
Barbara dares defy her mother. And when
William's lover Caspar also joins the battle in his
own subtle way, the fate of the Colletts and their
garden are finally and unexpectedly sealed."
Literacy and Longing in L.A. - Jennifer Kaufman
2006-05-30
Some women shop. Some eat. Dora cures the
blues by bingeing on books—reading one after
another, from Flaubert to bodice rippers, for
hours and days on end. In this wickedly funny
and sexy literary debut, we meet the beguiling,
beautiful Dora, whose unique voice combines a
wry wit and vulnerability as she navigates the
road between reality and fiction. Dora, named
after Eudora Welty, is an indiscriminate book
junkie whose life has fallen apart—her career,
her marriage, and finally her self-esteem. All she
has left is her love of literature, and the book
benders she relied on as a child. Ever since her
larger-than-life father wandered away and her
book-loving, alcoholic mother was left with two
young daughters, Dora and her sister, Virginia,
have clung to each other, enduring a childhood
filled with literary pilgrimages instead of
summer vacations. Somewhere along the way
Virginia made the leap into the real world. But
Dora isn’t quite there yet. Now she’s coping with
a painful separation from her husband, scraping
the bottom of a dwindling inheritance, and
attracted to a seductive book-seller who seems
to embody all that literature has to
offer—intelligent ideas, romance, and an escape
from her problems. Joining Dora in her odyssey
is an elderly society hair-brusher, a heartbroken
young girl, a hilarious off-the-wall female
teamster, and Dora’s mother, now on the wagon,
trying to make amends. Along the way Dora
faces some powerful choices. Between two
irresistible men. Between idleness and work.
And most of all between the joy of well-chosen
words and the untidiness of real people and real
life.
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